Abstract-To solve the problem that standard Particle Swarm Optimization can get into local optimum prematurely, an improved Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is proposed. The improved algorithm can be used to optimize every parameters of Auto carrier landing system. It improves the population diversity and the searching efficiency of particle swarm by introducing mutation operator based on orthogonal design area and modifying particles speed. The effectiveness of this algorithm is verified by using simulation experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Auto carrier landing system (ACLS) is a complicated control system, that mainly consist of flight control system and power compensate system. Owing to the restriction of landing field, incoming landing demands rigid control track precision, which makes the parameter optimization of landing control system essential. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [1] algorithm has few adjustable parameters and is easy to realize through programs. Also in some engineering work, flight control system applies PSO to achieve automatic parameter tuning. However, the standard PSO algorithm can get into local optimum prematurely since it depends on iterative formula solely. Therefore, the article proposes an improved PSO algorithm to solve this problem. It escapes local optimum by means of introducing mutation operator based on orthogonal design area. The effectiveness of this algorithm is verified using simulation experiments on auto carrier landing system II. STANDARD PARTICAL SWARM ALGORITHM Particle swarm algorithm is initially proposed by Doctor Eberhant and kennedy at 1995. PSO algorithm works through cooperation and competition among individuals, to realize optimum solution during complex space. Every particle in the particle swarm is a potential solution to the required optimization problem [2] . The quality of the particle is determined by a fitness function set in advance.
If there are m particles in a D dimensional searching space. We represent the location of particle i as 1 2 3 ( , , , ) the  speed   as   1  2  3 ( , , , )
By putting i X into the fitnesst function we get fitness value, which can estimate the stand or fall of its position. 1 2 3 ( , , , )
( , , , )
represents the best location of the whole particle swarm. In the standard PSO algorithm, the formula to update particle's speed and location is shown as follows: The initial location and speed of standard particle swarm are generated randomly, which iterate according to iterative formula (1)(2). Finally we get the adjustable value and optimized locations for both individual and unity.
III. AN IMPROVED PARTICLE SWARM ALGORITHM
The process of optimizing standard particle swarm is the process to achieve the optimum location of all the particles. As a result of choosing improper algorithm parameter, the particle diversity dies away during calculative procedure. The prematurity of the algorithm could end PSO up with local optimum. This makes it awfully difficult to achieve global optimum.
When the particle swarms are getting into local optimum, we import a mutation operator based on orthogonal design area. The orthogonal design discretizes the searching area of PSO and calculates the effectual value along with extreme value analysis. It can change the current optimum location of particle swarm and make them fall into the effective area choose by orthogonal test. The process ensures validity of current optimum mutation, changes the direction of whole particle swarm searching, enlarges the clearance between particles, and makes it easier to escape local optimum.
Orthogonal test is a design to study multiple factor multiple level problems. It chooses typical samples from the whole test according to their orthogonality. These samples have qualities like 'even decentralization and neat comparison'. The orthogonal test is a high efficiency、high speed 、economical method and is realized via normally
Where n is experiment frequency, s is factor (variable) number, q is each factor's statement.
The whole particle swarm searching area is decentralized into n horizontal ones and we choose corresponding area to construct an orthogonal test table, works as current optimum mutation area. The fitness function value demands optimizing is the effective value for orthogonal design. First, calculate the effective value of every area sample, and then carry out variance analysis. When the effective value is better, we get bigger weight value. Meanwhile the ratio of optimum location falling into the object area during mutation is larger.
We choose linear degression strategy to
Such strategy guarantees effective global search during the early stage; defines outline of certain area and ensures precise optimum searching in the later stage. In order to search new area effectively after particle swarm's mutation, the particle speed should be changed along with current global optimum location mutation. Assume that, the global optimum location mutate after iterating for about n times, meanwhile the inertia weight ω grows smaller and particle swarm searching ability drops off. With the purpose to improve searching ability of particle swarm, we regard mutated particle swarm as a new particle swarm and deassign new speed value i v to all the particles. If the new optimum location is 1 x , and the initial optimum location is 0 x , so we get
The pseudo-code of improved algorithm is shown as follows: choose population parameter based on equality design initialize the population Pgbest and Pibest discretize the object searching area and implement orthogonal test For 1=1:T If meet mutation condition Using probability calculation to evaluate the area of current optimum location mutation Global optimum location mutate and 0 1 i v x x = − End Update speed value according to particle speed formula Update location according to particle location formula Calculate adaptable value J of each particle Calculate the optimum swarm location: Pgbest Calculate the optimum individual location: Pibest End
IV. BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR AUTO LANDING SYSTEM CONTROL LAW OPTIMUM DESIGN BASED ON IMPROVED PSO
Optimum parameter tuning for auto landing longitudinal control system [7] based on improved PSO is shown at figure1: The basic principle is: the algorithm realizes auto optimization of parameter via continuous computation on optimize target. We use Simulink to bring out simulation and the program is implementing improved PSO to achieve parameter optimization.
We and set initial location of each particle as their initial best location Pibest. After that, we set the minimum number during Pibest as global optimum location Pgbest.
Step3 Iterate each particle before calculate their fitness value again; meanwhile keep comparing Pibest ,Pgbest and switch them.
Step4 Calculate mutation probability p if global optimum location of particles remains the same after continuous iteration. If rand<p, mutate current global optimum location. At the same time, we compute speed of particle again according to orthogonal test areas that the probability falls into.
Step5 Go back to step3 unless the iterate number reaches the maximum value or meets certain requirement, then exit.
V. SIMULATION SAMPLE
We use auto landing longitudinal movement of certain type of flight to realize landing control law design. The control law used by the elevator is shown as follows:
K are parameters which is need to optimize; G is the cross-linked coefficient. Simulation diagram chart is as follows: We apply the improved PSO proposed by this article to realize parameter optimization for this auto carrier landing system. First, choose population parameter based on equality design principle; then decentralize the parameter [2, 4] , [4, 6] , [6, 8] 0.26 K =
. The simulation result of longitudinal Auto carrier landing system is shown in figure 3 . Figure 3 . System response after improving optimum parameters of global optimum particle swarm According to figure 3 , the attack angle and pitch angle achieves great result using our improved PSO algorithm. The track angle reaches a constant value rapidly. The speed remains a stabled state as well and the precision changes with height H. These satisfy requirement.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This article proposes an improved PSO algorithm to realize parameter optimization for Auto carrier landing system. This method finds optimum solution much easier than current methods and the experiment results validate its effectiveness.
